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No   other language can  compete with   Hindi in
satisfying these five requirements. Next to Hindi comes
Bengali. But the Bengalis themselves make use of Hindi
outside Bengal. The Hindi-speaking man speaks Hindi
wherever he goes and no one feels surprized at this. The
Hindi-speaking Hindu preachers and the Urdu-speaking
Maulvis make their religious speeches throughout India
in Hindi and Urdu,   and   even the   illiterate masses
understand them. Even an unlettered Gujarati, when he
goes to the North attempts to speak a few Hindi words.
But the Northern bhaiya who works as gate-keeper to the
Bombay seth declines to speak in Gujarati and it is the
setk, his employer, who is obliged to speak to   him in
broken Hindi. I have heard Hindi spoken even in far
off Southern provinces. It is not correct to say that in
Madras one cannot do without English. I have success-
fully used Hindi there for all my work. In the trains I
have  heard   Madrasi    passengers   speaking   to    other
passengers  in Hindi. Besides,  the Muslims of Madras
know enough Hindi to use it sufficiently well. It has to
be noted that Muslims throughout India speak Urdu
and they are found in large numbers in every province.
Thus Hindi has already established itself as the
national language of India. We have been using it as
such for a long time. The birth of Urdu itself is due to
this fact.
Muslim kings could not make Persian or Arabic
the national language. They accepted the Hindi gram-
mar; only they used more Persian words in their speech
and employed the Urdu script for writing. But they
could not carry on intercourse with the masses through a
foreign tongue. Similar is the case with the English
rulers. Those who have any knowledge of how   they

